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Installing to Frictitious Micros to the Frictitious Doorway Mount:

1. We recommend you just mount the micros along the bottom of the doorway 
mount, following the bottom edge of the mounting board as a reference. 

2. You can space them as you like, we recommend making them all the same 
“shoulder width” apart by arranging them as such: 

10/9mm 8/7mm 6/5mm 10/9mm 8/7mm 6/5mm



Installing the Frictitious Micros to the doorway mount (2): 

1. Pick which edge size you’d like to use and make sure the edge depth number 
is facing up and readable 

2. Align each micro one at a time, and using the bottom edge of the mounting 
board to align the bottom of the micro, sink the first screw, make sure it’s 
level, and sink the second screw. 

3. Use lots of pressure to avoid stripping the screw
4. Don’t over tighten, just go until flush and solid



Installing above a doorway:

1. Metolius Climbing made a great video of how to do this, and we recommend 
following their procedure, check it out at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5w_zETZzYk&list=TLGG05yTtLwgVD8w
ODA2MjAyMQ&t=2s

2. The provided screw are the perfect length to penetrate a ¾” thick piece of 
plywood, and not stick out the back. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5w_zETZzYk&list=TLGG05yTtLwgVD8wODA2MjAyMQ&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5w_zETZzYk&list=TLGG05yTtLwgVD8wODA2MjAyMQ&t=2s


Using the micros: 

● Use chalk! It will help with friction and break in the edges
● We designed the micros to have sharper edges and force good half-crimping 

form, if the edges are too sharp for you, use some 120 - 220 grit sandpaper to 
taper them down as you like 

● You can clean the edges with a brush if you like

● Warm up thoroughly before training these and keep the volume LOW, a 
little goes a long way to get used to these

● Frictitious Micros weight limit per edge: 150 lbs


